The fast and slow components clearly play different Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 roles for vision, and are almost certainly produced by different mechanisms. Fast adaptation, also called "contrast gain control," affects the moment-to-moment reSummary sponse of the retina (Victor, 1987). For example, it can prevent saturation of the retinal output as the eye scans The visual system adapts to the magnitude of intensity over reflection highlights in the scene or across sharp fluctuations, and this process begins in the retina. Folshadow edges. Fast adaptation also has a profound lowing the switch from a low-contrast environment to effect on how the retina processes moving stimuli (Berry one of high contrast, ganglion cell sensitivity declines et al., 1999). Slow contrast adaptation, on the other in two distinct phases: a fast change occurs in Ͻ0.1 hand, takes place over many seconds, during which s, and a slow decrease over ‫01ف‬ s. To examine where time the animal performs many eye or head movements these modulations arise, we recorded intracellularly that scan the scene. As a result, this prolonged modulafrom every major cell type in the salamander retina. bution-between a low and a high value. Then we analyzed how the light response changed over time following the switch to the new contrast environment.
To inspect the output of the retina under these condiquences ( Figure 1C ). This average rate declined gradually with time in the high-contrast condition and recovtions, the spike trains of multiple ganglion cells were recorded with an electrode array (Figure 1 ). During any ered gradually during low contrast ( Figures 1D and 1E ). These changes occurred over many seconds, a period given episode of flicker, the ganglion cell produced a sequence of brief firing events in which the spike rate 10-100 times longer than the 0.2 s integration time of the immediate light response. Because of this difference varied up and down very rapidly and reproducibly across repeated trials ( Figures 1A and 1B) .
in time scales, one can distinguish the immediate neural code of the ganglion cell, by which it reports the precedWithin a given contrast environment, this light response depended only on the immediate history of the flicker ing 0.2 s of stimulation with a firing rate modulation of Ͼ100 Hz ( Figures 1A and 1B) , from the gradual adjuststimulus, extending about 0.2 s into the past (Figure 2A To analyze the time course of modulation of a neuron's light response, LN models were computed separately in the current stimulus, and the function N(g ) determines how g(t ) is transformed into a response, including for various time intervals before and after the contrast switch ( Figure 1E ): H early , 1-5 s after a step to high conthreshold effects, rectification, and other distortions.
The LN model used to fit a ganglion cell's firing rate trast; H late , 20-30 s after a high-contrast step; L early , 1-5 s after a low-contrast step; and L late , 20-30 s after a lowis illustrated in Figures 2A and 2B . The filter function F(t ) was biphasic, with a negative first peak, indicating contrast step. Using these time periods, Figure 3 shows the effects of a contrast step on ganglion cell firing. that this neuron was excited by OFF-type transients in Comparing the response directly before (L late ) and after became even less sensitive. However, the time course of the filter function remained unchanged over this pe-(H early ) the switch to high contrast, the time course of the temporal filter became significantly faster. The change riod. In contrast to the large change in filters seen between L late and H early , the filters for H early and H late differed in the filter kinetics was complete within 0.2 s of the contrast switch, as soon as it could be measured (see by an rms measure of only 0.11 Ϯ 0.06 (mean Ϯ SD, 10 cells) in the salamander, and 0.13 Ϯ 0.06 (11 cells) in H 0.1-0.2 in Figure 3A ). The normalized rms difference (see Experimental Procedures) between the filters for L late the rabbit. The size of this small discrepancy was below the resolution of the method, since similar differences and H early was 0.82 Ϯ 0.13 (mean Ϯ SD, 10 cells) in the salamander, and 0.89 Ϯ 0.27 (11 cells) in the rabbit were present between two independent measurements during H late (0.10 Ϯ 0.03 in the salamander, 0.14 Ϯ 0.07 retina. At the same time, the nonlinearity shifted to a much higher threshold, such that the range of input in the rabbit). Thus, a switch to high contrast triggers two changes values that was effective at firing the cell during L late produced virtually no activity during H early . Thus, at high in the retinal output. Immediately after the switch, fast adaptation makes the ganglion cell response faster and contrast, these ganglion cells responded more quickly but with lower average sensitivity (specifically, we define less sensitive. Over the following 5-30 s, slow adaptation leads to a further decline in sensitivity without any "sensitivity" as the average slope of the nonlinearity across a given range of input values). This fast adaptachange in temporal processing. Therefore, the gradual decline in the average firing rate ( Figure 1E ) results betion occurs on the same time scale as the immediate light response, within the integration time of the filter cause fewer spikes are generated in each firing event, rather than a change in when firing events are produced. F(t ) (Victor, 1987 (Figure 5B) . In other cells, immedi-
The subthreshold membrane potential responses of retiately after the transition to high contrast, the function nal ganglion cells were also modulated by the contrast N(g ) shifted to positive potentials ( Figure 5D ). During the level. Immediately following a switch to high contrast, subsequent adaptation period, it slowly hyperpolarized the filter changed to a faster time course ( Figure 7A ). again until it almost matched the steady-state behavior As in adapting bipolar and amacrine cells, the cell depounder low-contrast conditions. Following a transition larized rapidly, as indicated by the nonlinearity. In some to low contrast, the opposite changes took place: an ganglion cells, there was also a rapid change in the immediate hyperpolarizing shift, followed by a gradual shape of the nonlinearity, which became shallower at depolarization. The third behavior was a change in the high contrast ( Figure 7B, row 2) . slope of the nonlinearity, which became shallower durDuring the subsequent period of slow adaptation, the ing adaptation between H early and H late ( Figure 5F ). Except filter remained unchanged. The nonlinearity gradually for this change in sensitivity, the shape of the nonlinearbecame more negative (by Ϫ1.0 Ϯ 0.2mV, nine cells) ity remained the same.
( Figures 7B and 7C ), but retained the same general To further examine these distinct adaptation behavshape ( Figure 7B , row 2). In some cases, the nonlinearity iors across the bipolar cell population, we returned to was slightly steeper during H late than H early ( Figure 7B ). the membrane potential recordings during high contrast.
This might be due to a slight increase in the driving force For each cell, we measured the change in the average of excitatory conductances at the more hyperpolarized membrane potential between H early and H late , to capture potential. Over this period of progressive hyperpolarizathe vertical shift exemplified in Figure 5D and also the tion, the ganglion cell's firing rate declined, and the two change in the standard deviation of the membrane poeffects followed the same time course ( Figure 7D ). This tential, which captures the slope change in Figure 5F . suggests that the slow hyperpolarization of the nonlineBipolar cells varied in their degree of slow adaptation arity N(g ) can account for the effects of slow contrast to high contrast. However, each individual cell showed adaptation on ganglion cell firing. either a membrane potential offset or a change in sensiWe tested directly whether a steady change in the tivity, but not both ( Figure 5G Figures 7 and 9 ). In the kinetics of the filter F(t ) and sometimes a change in some of these neurons an additional immediate change the slope of the nonlinearity N(g ) (Rieke, 2001) , or a is apparent: the nonlinearity becomes substantially shaldepolarizing shift of N(g ) (Figures 5 and 9) . Still other bipolar cells have nonlinear properties that are not influlower at high contrast, indicating a fast reduction of In ganglion cells, the time course of the slow hyperpolarization after a contrast step mirrors the slow decline it is not true immediately after the contrast switch (Figures 3, 5-7, and 9) . The lateral expansion of the nonlinein their firing rate ( Figure 7D) . Moreover, injecting hyperpolarizing current into a ganglion cell, without any arity is indeed established immediately through a fast component of contrast adaptation (Victor, 1987) , but change in stimulus contrast, produced a decrease in sensitivity very similar to that of slow contrast adaptaas shown here, that is accompanied by a substantial In summary, fast and slow contrast adaptation modulate retinal circuitry in very different ways. In fact, on a motion-sensitive neurons of the fly visual system, baseline shifts occur during slow adaptation to moving stimcellular level, the slow adaptation appears to counteract the fast membrane polarization experienced during fast uli (Harris et al., 2000) . In both cases, it appears that an activity-dependent K ϩ conductance serves the homeoadaptation. At the output of the retina, fast adaptation alters temporal processing and stimulus sensitivity, static feedback, producing a hyperpolarization when a step increase in excitatory input raises intracellular levwhereas slow adaptation modulates the strength of a ganglion cell's firing. 
